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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Much interest has been devoted to the generic bifurcations of vector fields 
near critical points and closed orbits. Well known are results of Sotomayor for 
one-parameter families of vector fields (see [14, IS]). Recently Dumortier [5] 
proved some genericity theorems for n-parameter families of vector fields on 
2-dimensional manifolds and gave an explicit clasification for rr < 4. 
Since many physical phenomena are. described by second order ordinary 
differential equations (ODE), it is useful to study their generic properties in such 
sense, that only perturbations satisfying the structure of second order equation 
are allowed. Generic properties of second order ODE were first studied by 
Shahshahani 1121, who proved the analogous theorem to the theorem of Kupka 
and Smale for vector fields (see [l, 11, 131). 
The purpose of this paper is to study generic bifurcations of one-parameter 
families of second order ODE near closed orbits. The main result attained here 
is similar to the results of Sotomayor [14] f or vector fields (see also [9], the 
similar problem for one-parameter families of diffeomorphisms was solved by 
Brunovskjr [3, 41). G eneric bifurcations of one-parameter families of second 
order ODE near critical points are studied in [lo] and the results attained here 
are similar to the results attained for one-parameter families of vector fields 
(see [2, 8, 141). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We suppose that A is a compact l-dimensional Cr manifold and X is a 
compact n-dimensional Cr+l manifold. Let T(X) denotes the tangent bundle 
of X. Denote by .F,r(TX) the set of Cc vector fields on T(X) endowed with the 
Whitney Cr topology. 
Let TV: T(X) -+ X be the natural projection. A vector field 6 E r,‘(TX) is 
called a second order ODE on X if Drx 0 t = lrcx) , where Drx denotes the 
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differential of the map 7X and lr(r) is the identical map of T(X) onto T(X). We 
will denote the set of such equations on X by rI,(Z’.X). 
Denote by H&4, TX) the set of all parametrized Cr vector fields on T(X) 
(see [I, Sect. 211). We supp ose the Whitney Cc topology on H,“(A, TX). 
A parametrized vector field 5 E H,r(A, TX) is called a Cr parametrized 
second order ODE on X if 6, E I’I,(TX) for all a E A, where [, is given by 
5,(x) = 6x4 x) f or x E T(X). We will denote the set of such equations by 
EP(A, X). This set is a closed subspace of Hlr(A, TX). If we endow this set 
with the topology induced by the topology on H,“(A, TX), then H’(A, X) will 
have the Baire property, i.e., a countable intersection of open dense sets is 
dense. 
A property P of a parametrized second order ODE is called generic in Hr(A, X) 
if the set (5 E H’(A, X) 1 P} contains a residual set, i.e., a set which is a countable 
intersection of open and dense sets in H’(A, X). 
The definition of the parametrized second order ODE implies that in local 
charts (U, 01), (V, /3) on A and X, respectively, the local representative 5’ of 
5 E W(A, X) has the form 
F(P, x9 q = (x, 0, a, Sas(P, x, w)), (1) 
where p E a(U), (x, w) E p(V) x R*, 5,s: a(U) x /3(V) x Rn ---f R” is a CT map. 
Let 5 E H’(A, X), a E A and let y be a closed orbit of the vector field 5, 
through x of a prime period 7. Then y is called d-transversal if 4(t) ;ii(a,z,,$ 
(d(E) transversally intersects d at (a, x, T)), where d = ((2, t, x) 1 x E T(X), 
t E R+ = (0, a)>, +: H?(A, X) + Cp(A x T(X) x R+, T(X) x R+ x T(X)) is 
given by 4(f) = Q$ for f E H’(A, X), &(a, x, t) = (x, t, @(a, x, t)) for (a, x, t) E 
A x T(X) x R+, YE is the parametrized flow of [. By HJA, X) we denote the 
set of all 6 E Hr(A, X) such that if a E A, then all closed orbits of the vector 
field are d-transversal. 
Let T(X) =(Jz, Kd , where Ki (z’ = 1, 2,3,...) are compact subsets of T(X) 
such that Ki C K,+l for all i. For a positive number L denote by HL7(A, Ki) 
the set of 6 E H’(A, X) such that for arbitrary (a, x1), (u, x2) E A x Ki , 
PdK~~ 4 6x6 x2)) < LlPl(Xl > 2 7 x ) where L, < L, pi , pa are metrics on T(X) 
and T’(X), respectively, compatible with the topology on T(X) and T”(X), 
respectively. By [6, Proposition 5.81 such metrics exist. It is clear that the set 
H,‘(A, Ki) is open. 
LEMMA 2.1 (see [7, Theorem 41). Let .f E H,‘(A, Ki), a E A, then arbitrary 
closed orbit of the vector field [, contained in Ki has a prime period 24/L. 
Let p: A x T(X) x R+ -+ A x T(X) be the projection and 2 C A X 
T(X) x R+. Denote B(Z, u) = {(a, x, t) E A x T(X) x R+ 1 d(Z, (u, x, t)) < a}, 
where 0 > 0, d(Z, (a, x, t)) = inf,,, r(z, (a, x, t)), Y is a metric on A x T(X) x Rf 
compatible with the topology on A x T(X) x R+. Let B,(Z, u) = p(B(Z, 0)) 
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and N(Z, 0) = A x T(X) - B,(Z, u). Denote b, = 4/L, , where {LJ& is ar 
increasing sequence of positive numbers such that lim,, L, = +a~. I 
E E HQA, K,), a E A, then by Lemma 2.1 all closed orbits of &, contained in K 
have prime period 26, . 
For 5 E H?(A, X) denote Y,,([) = {(cz, x) E A x T(X) 1 .$‘(a, x) = O,}, where 
0, is the zero in Tz( TX). Let {S&,, be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
6, < $6,. For f E Hc(A, X) and q a natural number, define the map: 
h&3 N (j Y.&E), q-l 
(’ 
x R+ - T(X) x R+ x T(X), 
s=o 1 
hd5) = @3/N ( g Ys&h 9-l) X R+, where 
Ysd5) = P~[#~-~.,.&WW n A x T(X) x (0, (s + l)bd, s = 1, %..,j, 
Yod5) = Yo(5) x (0, b,) 
and #(t) is the map defined before. 
Now, define the sets: 
H;,(K,) = (5 E H;,(A, Ki) 1 &&t) kl on the set 
NM = (A x K) n N 
(’ 
b Ys&h 3-l x [jh - a,, (j + 1% - %I, 
x=0 
i,j,q,l= 1,2,3 ,.... 
Analogously to the proof of [9, Lemma 41, using [I, Theorems 18.2, 19.11, 
it is possible to prove 
LEMMA 2.2. The set H&(KJ is open and dense in HlI(A, Ki). 
Let 6 E Hr(A, X), a, E A, x0 E T(X) and let y be a closed orbit of [,, passing 
through x0 of a prime period r. Let z’c T(X) be a (2n - 1)-dimensional 
transverse section to y at x0 . Denote by H = H[f, a, , x0 , y, V, x (V, n Z)]: 
V, x (V, n Z) -+ z the parametrized PoincarC mapping, where W = VI x V, 
is an open neighbourhood of (a,, , x0) E A x T(X) (see [9, p. 741). 
Let I?: V1 x (V, n Z) -+ 2 x 2 be given by &a, x) = (x, H(u, x)) for 
(a, x) E V, x (V, n 2) and let d(z) = {(x, y) E E x z 1 x = r}, which is a 
closed submanifold of 2 x Z of dimension 2n - 1. 
Using the transversality condition for &&) (+&)&l) it is possible to prove 
LEMMA 2.3. If [E HE;,(Ki), (a,, x o , 70) E %i > then 
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2. If there exists a closed orbit of [,, passing through x0 of a prime period rO, 
then H-l(A(Z)) is a l-dimensional CT submanifold of VI x (V, n Z) for VI x V, 
a suJk+ntly small neighborhood of (a,, , x0). 
3. FUNDAMENTAL APPROXIMATION LEMMA 
LEMMA 3.1. Let [ E H&(K,), (a, , x o , T,,) E Gl and let ya, be a closed orbit 
of f,, of a prime period r,, . Let V, x V, be a open neighbourhood of (a,, , x0) in 
A x T(X) such that the Poincart! mapping H = H[E, a,, x,, , ya,, zI x (V, n Z)] 
is de$ned. Let WI be an open nezkhbourhood of a, in A such that WI C V, and let 
W, be an open neighbourhood of x,, in T(X) such that v, C V, . Let HI = 
H/r1 x (pS n .Z). Then there exists a neighbourhood U(H,) of HI in Cr(wI x 
(mS n zl), Z) such that 
1. for every I& E U(H,) there is a .$ E H,r(A, TX) such that &a, x, T(a, x)) 
= fiI(a, x) for all (a, x) E WI x (Wz n .Z), where vi is the parametrized flow 
of&r: Iv1 x vg -+ R is a C’ function. Moreover, [ depends continuously on AI 
and if U(H,) is a su@iently small neighbourhood of HI , then for every a E WI 
there exists a unique 5Z E FS n Z such that if,(a, 5) = 5, i.e., for every a E WI the 
vectorfield [a has a unique closed orbit pa in a su$Gntly small neighbourhood of ‘ya, 
with prime period in the interval [jb, - 6, , (j + l)b, - St] 
2. For U(H,) su#ciently small and for I?r E U(H,) and [ as in 1, there exists 
an 77 = v(t) E N;,,(K,) such that for a E WI the vector jield rla is diflerentiably 
conjugate to [a near Ta . 
Proof. Part 1 follows from [9, Lemma 61, Lemma 2.3 and from the openness 
of the transversality property. 
To prove 2 suppose that the C’ map @: Wi x B2n-1 x [-2,2] -+ P is a 
parametrized flow-box of [, where W; is an open neighbourhood of a0 , I%--1 
is a closed disc with center at 0 E R2nd1, @‘,: fi2zn-1 x [-2,2] -+ E‘ given by 
6a(~, t) = @(a, x, t) is a flow-box of [a for every a E Wi , i.e., 8, is a CT diffeo- 
morphism, 6,((b) x r--2,2]) 
k-2,21) = honp. 
is a trajectory of [a for b E I%--r and &,J(O} x 
Let W;l be an open neighbourhood of a, such that mi C W; C W, and let 
B2+1 be a closed disc in AZ+-1 with center at 0 such that B2’+-l C Ban-l. Denote 
F = 6(W; x B2”-l x [-1, 11). 
Let [ be as in the assumptions and such that it is agreeing with 5 outside 9. 
We shall construct a.parametrized second order ODE 7 E H7(A, X) sufficiently 
close to [agreeing with 5 outside8 and such that for every a E Wi , qa is differen- 
tiably conjugate to 8, near ya, . To constract such r], parametrize the trajectory 
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of [, inP as h:+(t) = (h:;:(t),..., h;ggt)) = 6(u, x, t), (u, x, t) E w; x B-1 x 
C-2,2]. Since 5, is a second order ODE, 
$ qw) = G&, i = 1, 2,..., n, t E [-2,2] 
and hence 
i = I, 2 ,..., n. 
Denote by h!-“(t) = (AT;$(t),..., A$,rt(t)) the trajectory of [, in P such that 
A:$(-1) = A;;;(-l), i = 1, 2 ,..., z-2. 
To construct 7, we seek a Cr mapping 
yx: w; x E-2,2] -+ E 
such that for every a E W;l the curve y,? [-2, 21 -+ fl given by yam(t) = v(a, t) 
has the following properties: 
y”%zl) = Q’“(&l> = 5,‘(a) = (P&(a) ,..., %&4) 
(Note that Xzyu(-l) = P,-(a) = pz-(a)), 
(2) 
d$;s”(t) d’A:$(t) _ 
dtj 
i= 1,2 ,..., 2n,jdr (3) 
t=*1 dtj ’ t=*1 
Consider a family of functions 
C&) = 1 + t exp & for s E r-1, l] 
= 0 elsewhere, 
t E [-2,2]. 
Define the mappings: 
f:,,l: W; x [-2,2] -+ R, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
(a, t> - J-)t(4 g&4 ~yw) d.s + K&4, 
where g = (a, g2 7.-sj &A is the local representative of [ in P and similarly 
f& : W; x [-2,2] -+ 21, i = 1, 2,..., n 
(a> t) - ]-l +&I Gft,&) ds + J’Zd4 
Define f T;:(t) = ftr(u, t) and f 7:$(t) = ftf(u, t) for a E Wi fixed and t E r-2,2]. 
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We may assume that AZ&(t) # 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n and for all t E [-1, 11, 
since if not then we can perturbe the trajectories as follows 
= pi- elsewhere, 
t2 
X$.:(t) = E exp 2 
t -1 
for t E [-1, I] 
zzz 0 elsewhere, 
where E > 0, which define a second order ODE sufficiently close to [ if E is 
sufficiently small. Thus suppose that AZ,&(t) # 0 for i = 1,2,..., n, t E [--I, 11. 
Since 5 is a second order ODE 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., 12. 
Since (d/dt)fF,$(t) = ]T: exp(s2/(s2 - 1)) AE;ai,Js) ds and A>&(s) # 0 for all 
SE [-I, I], the functions f::(t), i = 1, Z,..., 7~ are strictly monotone on the 
interval [-2,2]. Therefore for [ sufficiently close to .$ there exists a t, = 
t&Y l) E (-1, 1) st: ~ti(a*E)(S) AETf,c;;yg 
- . 
Pi,&4 = f$vi@~ 5)) I.e.9 P,‘;&). = em + 
oreover, t, = ti(u, [) depends contmuously on a 
and 6 Define ri”T) = Kz&) + .l’~ldt,~&) X2$,&> 4 rZ@) = 4q&) X$,,(t) 
for i = 1, 2,..., n, (a, x, t) E w; x B 2n-1 x [-2, 21. From the construction it 
is clear that the mapping y: W; x @n-l x [-2, 21 +i@, (a, x, t) ---f (y:*“(t),..., 
y;;=(t)) is Cr. If [ is sufficiently close to [ and W; is sufficiently small, then for 
every a W: the mapping 
ha: (q;(t),..., g$(t)) -+ (yyyt),..., &yt)) 
is a C’ diffeomorphism of 6’ onto ha($). Moreover, 
E = u h”(F)Ci? 
sew; 
Let !Pz A x T(X) -+ R be a Cr function such that 
v+, 4 = 1 on W; x E 
= 0 outside Wi x P. 
Define the parametrized vector field 7 as follows: 
@,Cz) = 5(a, 4 + ICl(a, 4Ptxa,(4 - 5(% 41 
= is, 4 outside W; x P, 
for (a, Z) E W; X P 
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where hg[&) = Tha 0 f,o &J(Z). Th’ IS vector field is a 0 parametrized second 
order ODE such that for every a E WI the vector field Q is differentiably 
conjugate to [a near ya , where yn is a closed orbit of <, sufficiently close to ya, . 
4. QUASI-HYPERBOLIC CLOSED ORBITS 
Let 5 E H,r(A, TX) and let y be a closed orbit of t,, passing through x,, . For 
H = H[L a,, , xo , y, V, x (V, n Z)] define the sets 
Z,(H) = ((a, x) E VI x (V, n 2) 1 H,“(x) = x, Ha+) # x for 0 < j < k}, 
k = 1, 2,..., where Hal(x) = H,(x) = H(a, x), H,*(x) = H,(Hf-l(x)). 
Denote by Pi(E) (i = 1,2, 3) the set of (a, x) E VI x (Va n 2) such that the 
vector field 5, has a closed orbit passing through x of a prime period 7 and 
(a) (Q, x) E PI(t) if h = 1 is the eigenvalue of the mapping T,y(,,,) of 
multiplicity 2; 
(b) (a, x) E Pa(t) if h = --I is the eigenvalue of the mapping Tz~(7,a) of 
multiplicity 1; 
(c) (a, x) E P&f) if the mapping T3Eyp(7,a) h s a complex eigenvalue h with 
1 X 1 = 1 and there are no other complex eigenvalues of this map with the 
absolute value equal to 1 except of complex conjugate A. (F(~,~): T(X) -+ T(X), 
F(~,&) = cp(u, x, T), where cp is the parametrized flow of 0. 
By [9, 141 (see also Brunovskjr [4]), there exists an open, dense subset 
G&&Q C H&4, TX) such that if 6 E G&(K,), (a,, , x,, , T) E (A x I&) n 
iV(Ui=, Y,(t), 2p-l) x [jb, - 6, , (i + I)& - S,] and there is a closed orbit y 
of t,, passing through x,, of a prime period 7, then for the corresponding 
Poincare mapping H = H[.f, a,, , x0 , y, V, x (V, n ,Z)] the following is true 
(1) The set Pi(f) (i = 1, 2, 3) is either empty or consists of isolated points 
(2) If (00 7 x0> E pi(S), then near (a,, x o ) the map H is locally of the form 
Yz = Yl + %P + “2Y12 + W(PcL,Y, 4, 
22 = Bz, + X(P, yl,d> (4) 
where dim yl = 1, dim zl = 2n - 2, w, X E CT, X(0,0,0) = 0, w(p, yr , 0) 
contains only p2, pyl and terms of higher order than 2, 01~ # 0 and B is a matrix 
which has no eigenvalue on the unit sphere and has no complex eigenvalue X 
such that A” = 1 
(3) If@0 7 x0) E P2(& then near (us , x,,) the map H is of the form 
Y2 = -Y1 + %PYl + or2Y12 + YlYl” + 4P,Y19 %), 
zz = Bz, + x&r yl,d, 
(5) 
where W, X and B are as in (I) and a22 + yl # 0 
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(4) If (U” 7 0 x ) E P&J), then near (a,, x0) the map H is of the form 
u2 = WUl + B(P) I % I2 Ul + Xl(P, Yl , Ul 9 4, 
Y2 = w4Yl + mbY1 3 Ul , %I, 
(6) 
where u, is complex, dim y, = 272 - 3, p 4 X(p), p -+ B(p) are of class C--l, 
Xl = 4 u1 I3 + I yl I>, X = 00 pl I + I y1 I) for small CL and Re I9WW f 0 
for small p. 
We say that x0 is a quasi-hyperbolic fixed point (cf. Sotomayor [14]) of the 
PoincarC mapping HO, of the vector field [a0 (H = H[t, a, , x0, y, V, x (V, n Z)) 
if and only if for some central manifold WC, Ha01 WC is C’ conjugate to one of the 
following C” diffeomorphisms: 
(4 y2 = yl + w12 + 4~~~)~ OIZ Z 0 
(b) ~2 = -YI + “2~1~ + YIYI~ + 4 YI 13h K + 012~ f 0 
(4 u2 = Au1 + B I % I2 ill + 4 Ul 12), 
ur is complex, A, h2, h3, A4 # 1, Re /I//\ # 0. The corresponding closed orbit 
orbit of e,, passing through x0 is called quasi-hyperbolic. 
It is obvious that if (a,, x0) E &, Pi(t), then the point x0 is a quasi-hyper- 
bolic fixed point of Ha, and the closed orbit passing through x0 is quasi-hyper- 
bolic. 
Using Lemma 3.1 and the properties of the set GL#,), it is possible to 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is an open, dense subset &,(KJ of HE;.,(KJ such that if 
5 6 e&Q, (ql , x0 ,~~1 E (A x K) n N 
(’ i, Y&t), 3-l S==O 
x Lib,--6,,(j+l)b,--8,l 
and y is a closed orbit of E,, of a prime period r. , then there exists a [ E G&(KJ 
su$kiently close to [ (in the topology on H,r(A, TX)) such that for a E V, (V, is a 
sufjkiently small nesghbourhood of a,,) [a is diferentiubly conjugute to 5, on some 
neighbonrhood of y, i.e., if (a,, x0) E P,(E) (P2([), P3(f)), then the corresponding 
Poincuri mapping H = H[f, a, , x0 , y, V, x (V, n Z)] is ZocuZZy of the form (4) 
K5b V-3 
5. THE THEOREM 
THEOREM. There exists a residual set H,r(A, X) C H’(A, X) such that ;f 
4 E H,r(A, X), then for all a E A the second order ODE 6, has only hyperbolic 
and quasi-hyperbolic losed orbits and 
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(1) If ya, is a quasi-hyperbolic closed orbit of &, , then there is an open 
neighbourhood V of a,, such that for all a E V &, has no quasi-hyperbolic closed 
orbit in a nezghbourhood of ya, . 
(2) If ya, is a closed orbit of .$,, passing through x,, , then there is a chart 
(V, x V,,h, x h,)onA x T(X)at(a ,, , x,,), h,(a,) = 0, h,(xo) = 0 such that if 
H = WC a,, x0, ya, , V, x ( Vz n Z)] is the corresponding PoincarC mapping, 
then 
(a) 2, = Z,(H) is an l-dimensional C’ submanifold of V, x (V, n Z) 
(b) If (aoY x01 EP&% then (h, x hGG(H)) = ((p, K ,..., Y~~-J I 
p = vo( yl), yi = vi( yl), i = 1,2 ,..., 2n - 1, y1 E J), where / is an open interval, 
0 E 1, vi E CT, i = 1, 2 ,...) 2n - 1, ~~(0) = 0, dvo(0)ldyl = 0, d2vo(0)ldylz > 0 
andfor p > 0 5, (a = h;l(p)) has exactly two closed orbits y1 , yz in a neighbourhood 
of Ya, 3 which are hyperbolic. The index of y1 is equal to the index of ya, and the 
index of yz is equal to the index of ya, minus 1. Moreover, V, x (V, n Z) - Z,(H) 
contains no invariant set. 
-- 
(c) If (a,, x0) E Pz(@, then z, = Z,(H) is an l-dimensional CT-l sub- 
manzfold of V, x (V, n E), & - 2, = P,(t) and V, x (V, n 2) - (2, u 2,) 
contains no invariant set. This means that if p = h,(a), p. = h,(a,) and 7. is a 
prime period of ya, , then for any p close to p. there is one closed orbit of 6, the 
period of which tends to 7. as p + p. and there is another closed orbit of .$, for the 
value of p on one side of po, the period of which tends to 27, as p -+ p,, . 
(4 If (a0 , x0) E P;(t), then Ha, has the composed focus fixed point, 
which give rise to a 2-dimensional torus as the saturated set of the closed orbit ya . 
Proof. Define the sets H&K,) = ny=, Hljg(Ki), K,, = (Jy,=, H&IQ. 
The set K,, is open in H’(A, X). Since H’(A, X) = u& H,‘I(A, Ki), KaR 3 
(Jzl=, Ksjk(Ki) = (Jyl=, Hi&A, Ki) = IP(A, X), i.e., the set Kqk is dense in 
H’(A, X). Therefore the set H,‘(A, X) = n~,l=, K,, is residual in H’(A, X). 
The properties of the sets K,, implies that H,‘(A, X) has the properties (I), (2) 
of our theorem. 
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